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Bedfordshire Football League 
Division Two 2008-09 Seasons 

Review       

 
 
 
The Division Two Championship race was from very early on in the season to in effect 
become a one team race, with Blunham Reserves  quickly getting to the top of the table and 
staying there all season long to eventually claim the title by some eight points, along the way 
they tasted defeat just twice when Meltis Corinthians Reserves  ended their seasons 
unbeaten league run in game number twenty-three of a twenty-six season programme, by 
which time the Championship Trophy had already been safely collected then in game number 
twenty-five, they failed to fulfil their away midweek fixture at Meppershall Jurassic  as their 
players were required that evening to help out their first team in Premier Division Supported 
By Sportsform action at Oakley Sports . 
 
Apart from these two defeats, just four teams took points off them all season, bottom club 
Lidlington United Sports  drawing with them both home and away a feat also accomplished 
by Great Barford  plus they were also held on their travels to Clifton  when on the verge of 
collecting the league trophy in late March and in their last outing of the campaign at Blue  
Chip.   
 
Meppershall Jurassic  having finished fourth last term this time made no mistake to claim the 
runners-up spot and capped a fine season to collect The Jubilee Cup with a 4-2 final win over 
Great Barford  who finished the season league wise eight points adrift of The Jurassic Boys  
in third slot some five places up on their eighth place finish in season 2007-08.  
 
Great Barford’s  league promotion cause not being helped by their involvement in The 
Bedfordshire FA Junior Cup which they won with a 1-0 win over Potton Wanderers  plus The 
Jubilee Cup which left them to play their final eleven league games of the season alongside 
these two cup finals all inside a space of thirty-nine days.  
 
Taking up fourth spot in the league standing on the back of a ten game unbeaten run to finish 
the campaign were Clifton  up six places from their 2007-08 finish whilst in fifth place were 
Marabese Ceramics  the best placed of the 2007-08 promoted teams from Division Three. 
 
The second of those promoted teams, Potton Wanderers  were just a point adrift and making 
up the top six whilst last seasons Division Three champions Kings AFC  will perhaps be 
somewhat disappointed with their seventh place finish to make up the top half of the table. 
 
Heading the lower half of the table in eighth slot were Marston Shelton Rovers  an 
improvement of one place from last term whilst below them in ninth place were Meltis 
Corinthians Reserves , a placing perhaps entirely down to their poor home form where they 
collected just twelve points all season whilst on their travels they were beat just twice an 
amassed a collection of twenty-three points. 
 
Making up the top ten were Oakley Sports Reserves  dropping from a last term sixth place 
finish.  
 
After at one stage looking certain relegation candidates Saffron  with three wins from their 
closing six games repeated their eleventh place finish of season 2007-08 just a point ahead of 
Mulberry Bush  who having placed fifth last term were the seasons biggest droppers. 
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Thus leaving the two relegation spots to be occupied by Blue Chip  after their promotion from 
Division Three last term and Lidlington United Sports  who having escaped last season by 
just one place and three points this time around were not so lucky.  

 
Division Two Season 2008-09 Final Table  

 

14 Teams Games 

Played 
Games 

Won 
Games 

Drawn 
Games 

Lost 
Goals 

For 
Goals 

Against 
Goal 

Difference Points 

Blunham 

Reserves 26 18 6 2 59 24 +35  60 

Meppershall 

Jurassic 26 16 4 6 85 67 +18  52 

Great Barford 26 13 8 5 60 43 +17  47 
Clifton 26 12 7 7 56 50 +6  43 
Marabese 

Ceramics 26 13 3 10 68 38 +30  42 

Potton 

Wanderers 25 14 1 10 75 47 +28  41 

Kings AFC 26 10 7 9 62 51 +11  37 
Marston 

Shelton Rovers 26 11 4 11 62 70 -8  37 

Meltis 

Corinthians 

Reserves 
26 10 5 11 51 63 -12  35 

Oakley Sports 

Reserves 26 11 0 15 52 59 -7  33 

Saffron 25 7 3 15 50 55 -5  22 
Mulberry Bush 26 6 3 17 42 76 -34  21 
Blue Chip 26 5 5 16 50 77 -27  20 
Lidlington 

United Sports 26 5 4 17 39 91 -52  19 

         

 
Saturday, 13 September 2008: [-2 points] Potton Wanderers v Saffron [-2 points]  
Saturday, 28 March 2009: Potton Wanderers v Blue Chip - Home Win was awarded  
Saturday, 25 April 2009: Blunham Reserves v Oakley Sports Reserves - Home Win was awarded 

Saturday, 25 April 2009: Mulberry Bush v Meltis Corinthians Reserves - Home Win was awarded  
Wednesday, 29 April 2009: Meppershall Jurassic v Blunham Reserves - Home Win was awarded  
Monday, 04 May 2009: Oakley Sports Reserves v Great Barford - Away Win was awarded  
 
 
 
How The Season Unfolded  
 
 
Saturday 30 th August 2008  
 
The season was to open with just a programme of four games, Lidlington United Sports  
coming from 0-2 down at half-time with goals from Michael Smith and Barry Crusco to earn a 
point in a 2-2 home draw with Blunham Reserves  whilst a lone goal from Darren Carter was 
enough for Clifton  to collect the full three points with a 1-0 victory at Meltis Corinthians  
Reserves. 
 
Elsewhere, draws were the order of the day, Great Barford  earning a point from a 0-0 
stalemate at Saffron,  whilst Meppershall Jurassic  opened their campaign with a 3-3 home 
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result against Marston Shelton Rovers , Craig Damon, Dave Readman and Pat King on 
target for the home side against Rovers replies from Chris Patrickson twice and Tony Britten.  
 
Saturday 6 th September 2008  
 
Clifton in effect went to the top of the league table when they run out 2-1 away winners at 
Blue Chip  for their second win of the season, William Pitts netting both of their goals to a 
Blue Chip  reply from Tony Goodwin. 
 
Meanwhile, Blunham Reserves  were opening up their home campaign with a 3-2 win over 
Potton Wanderers , Chris Dunne netting twice and Daniel Whitten once before The 
Wanderers  hit back via Nick Cooper and Bradley Smith. 
 
After failing to find the back of the net last weekend, Great Barford  went to town this with a 7-
2 win at Mulberry Bush , Gary Russon on the mark five times alongside Mark Harlow and 
Freddie Windram whilst the replies came via Ben Marwood and Shaun Cafferty. 
 
Elsewhere, Meltis Corinthians Reserves  were running out 5-1 winners at Marston Shelton  
Rovers , Jermainne Mills with a hattrick plus Mufaro Mashavira and Jerry Wilson on the 
scoresheet to a lone reply from Mark Champkin.  
 
Saturday 13 th September 2008  
 
Blunham Reserves  took up their place at the head of the divisions table with a 3-2 away win 
at Marabese Ceramics , Joe Cooper netting twice and Julian Munns once against a brace in 
reply from Colin Standley, Blunham  taking over the top slot from Clifton  who were beat 3-1 
at Oakley Sports Reserves , for whom Owen Rush struck twice and Tom Mills once against a 
lone reply from Paul Roberts. 
 
Meanwhile, Meppershall Jurassic  maintained their unbeaten start to the season with a 6-1 
victory at Meltis Corinthians Reserves , Dan Taylor and Craig Damon leading the way with 
two goals each which were duly supported by strikes from Jamie Underwood and Luke Gunn 
to a home reply from Jemaime Mills.  
 
Elsewhere in the Division it was a big day for both Blue Chip  and Mulberry Bush  has they 
recovered from defeats last weekend to both hit nine goals in taking them to victory, Blue 
Chip  hitting their nine without reply at home against Marston Shelton Rovers  thanks to 
doubles from Carl Townsend and Michael Lamont which was supported by single strikes from 
Callum Stuart, James Bowen, James Rook, Pete Neale and Steve Odell but The Bush  found 
themselves a goal down after just three minutes when Graham Scott put Lidlington United  
Sports  ahead at Hurst Grove before a hattrick from Garath Arzu, two goals from Martin Ivy 
and single goals from Steve Pledge and Darren Gough bowl the home side over. 
  
The days other two games had different tales to tell at Potton Wanderers , Mill Lane with 
visitors Saffron leading 1-0 referee Brian Cooper was forced to abandoned the game just 
thirty minutes into the contest has fighting broke out between the two sides whilst Woburn  
Reserves  failed to raise a side to host Kings AFC  at Crawley Road. 
 
Saturday 20 th September 2008  
 
Blunham Reserves  went three points clear at the head of the table with a 9-1 home win over 
Woburn Reserves , Chris Dunne netting four times, Mark Davidson and Daniel Whitten twice 
alongside a single strike from Julian Munns, the Safari Boys reply coming via Ben Brill. 
 
Clifton  were to remain in second slot after sharing the spoils in a 3-3 home draw with Great 
Barford , Robert Harradine netting all three of the home goals whilst the replies came via a 
Gary Russon brace and Tom Hobbs.  
After scoring nine goals last weekend, Mulberry Bush  were brought down to earth with a 1-5 
home defeat at the hands of Potton Wanderers , Charlie Seward netting twice plus Chris 
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Munns, Chris Baines and James Hearson for The Wanderers  whilst the Bush  reply came 
from Darren Gough.  
 
Elsewhere in the division, a late 90th minute goal was required for Meppershall Jurassic  to 
earn a point at home against Blue Chip  for whom Francis Vaughan and Pete Neale were on 
the scoresheet, whilst after their heavy defeat last weekend Marston Shelton Rovers  were 
back on song this week with a 5-2 home win over Oakley Sports Reserves , Chris Patrickson 
leading the way with two goals alongside strikes from Stuart Mann, Dean Clark and the 
evergreen Steve Marsh.with the replies coming from Ben Brown and Charlie Rogers. 
  
Whilst the two other games in this section were to finish all square, goals from Adam Hayward 
and Nathan Clements for Kings AFC  being cancelled out by strikes from Jermaine Mills and 
Ricky Halling for Meltis Corinthians Reserves  in a 2-2 draw whilst Saffron  were held to a 1-
1 draw at home by Marabese Ceramics , Jay Ahmed netting for the home side and James 
Madden for the Tilers . 
 
Saturday 27 th September 2008  
 
This weekend brought a break from division two league action and the spotlight switching to 
the opening round of the Bedfordshire FA Junior Cup, Clifton making an early exit when they 
had only a William Pitts goal to show for a 4-1 away defeat at current holders Meltis Albion . 
 
For Meppershall Jurassic  it was a 5-2 home extra time win over Saffron , goals from 
Mohammed Raheem and Mohammed Zahar had placed the visitors 2-0 ahead but after 
having their goalkeeper Yasin Amin sent off things started to come right for the home side, 
Dave Readman netting twice to even the score up in normal time before Readman alongside 
Jamie Underwood and Danny Wing added to the scoreline in extra time. 
 
Blunham Reserves  meanwhile were making light weather of beating Marston Shelton  
Rovers  5-1 on home soil, Daniel Whitten netting twice plus Julian Munns, Joe Cooper and 
Matthew Geaves once, to a Richard Baxter reply for The Rovers .  
 
Mulberry Bush  however were making their exit with a 2-5 home defeat at the hands of 
Stopsley Baptish Church, Shaun Cafferty and Darren Gough their scorers and joining them 
were Woburn Reserves  beaten 6-0 at Elstow Abbey.  
 
However into the next round are Blue Chip , 6-1 winners at Renhold Village , Callum Stuart 
claiming an hattrick whilst Mick Lamont, Steve Odell and Francis Vaugham also found the 
back of the net. 
 
For Great Barford  things were not quite so simple, goals from Scott Kent and Alex Burrows 
saw Lidlington United Sports  lead 2-0 until a brace of goals from Tom Hobbs and a strike 
from Freddie Windram won them the day. 
 
Oakley Sports Reserves  however were going out by the same scoreline at Stevington , 
Craig Cook and Joe Willie making it onto the scoresheet, but into round two went Kings AFC , 
6-3 winners over Kempston Athletic , Ross Atkins and Padraic Walsh netting twice alongside 
Chris Greene and Mark Loosemore. 
 
Away from the cup there was just one league game, Meltis Corinthians Reserves  winning 3-
2 at Marabese Ceramics , Michael Darnell and Colin Standley netting the home goals, 
against Sweetboys  replies from Jason Allison, Ricky Halling and Mufaro Mashavria.  
 
Saturday 4 th October 2008  
 
Blunham Reserves  were to increase their lead at the end of the league table to five points 
after two goals from Chris Dunne, one from the penalty spot took them to a 2-0 win at 
Saffron,  as start of play second placers Clifton  were being beat 4-5 at home by Potton 
Wanderers , Mark Gearing, Greg King, Barry Hallybone and an own goal making up the home 
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tally against a hattrick from James Hearson and goals from Craig Schurek and Charlie 
Seward taking The Wanderers  to the three points. 
Now up into that second spot are Great Barford  who ended Meppershall Jurassic  unbeaten 
start to the season by beating them 11-0 on their own patch, Dave Fitzsimmons netting four 
times, Gary Russon claiming an hattrick, Daniel Stafford hitting a brace alongside single 
strikes for Jonathon Prior and Nick Rogers. 
 
Elsewhere, the stand-out result in this division belonged to Oakley Sports Reserves  who 
after trailing Meltis Corinthians Reserves  1-0 at the break after Kerion Alexander had struck 
fought back to win 4-1 with two goals from Carl Warner, an own goal plus a strike from Ben 
Brown, meanwhile Blue Chip's  unbeaten away record for the season was well and truly 
blown away with a 4-0 defeat at Kings AFC , Nathan Clements claiming a hattrick alongside a 
goal from Rowan Hazelwood. 
  
For Marston Shelton Rovers  its the local bragging rights after they won their home derby 
outing against Lidlington United Sports  3-1, Chris Patrickson hitting two goals and Arron 
Franks one to a United  reply from Alex Burrows, whilst Mulberry Bush  came up with their 
first home points of the season with a 4-0 victory over Woburn Reserves  who remain the 
only side in the division yet a claim a point this campaign, Martin Ivy with a brace plus Darren 
Gough and Kian Marashi doing the damage. 
 
Saturday 11 th October 2008  
 
The Blunham Reserves bandwagon rolls on with a 5-1 home victory over Kings AFC  to stay 
five points clear at the head of the league table, Mark Davidson and Chris Dunne netting 
twice plus Joe Cooper to a lone reply from Michael Whealan. 
 
Up into second place now is Great Barford , 4-2 home winners over Marston Shelton 
Rovers , with goals from Dave Fitzsimmons, Freddie Windram, Jonathon Prior and Kiall 
Bagnell whilst the Rovers  replies came via Steve Marsh and Mark Champkin. 
 
Meanwhile, Meppershall Jurassic  were returning to winning ways 2-1 home winners over 
Oakley Sports Reserves , Thomas Donnelly and Dan Taylor netting the vital goals against a 
reply from Charlie Rogers. 
 
For Clifton  it was a return up the table into third spot after a 5-0 win at Lidlington United  
Sports,  Greg King and William Pitts netting twice plus Darren Carter once.   
 
Elsewhere in the Division, Meltis Corinthians Reserves  maintained their seasons unbeaten 
away record with a 2-2 draw at Blue Chip  thanks to goals from Mufaro Mashavia and 
Jermaine Mills to home replies from Cullum McGlynn and Carl Townsend whilst Marabese  
Ceramics  climbed out of the bottom two of the standings with their first win of the season 2-0 
at Mulberry Bush  with goals from Denver Donavan and Vince Bonelli, plus Saffron  were 
winning for the first time this campaign 3-0 at Woburn Reserves  who remain rooted to the 
bottom of the table, two goals from Shezad Satter and a strike from Jahangir Ahmed doing 
the damage. 
 
Saturday 18 th October 2008  
 
For Blunham Reserves  it was a 3-0 home victory over Mulberry Bush  where Chris Dunne 
netting twice, one from the penalty spot plus Mark Davidson to take them seven points clear 
at the head of the table after second place Great Barford  were held to a 1-1 home draw by 
Meltis Corinthians Reserves , Ikki Azad netting for The Sweetboys  to a late Freddie 
Windram reply. 
 
Back up into third spot are Meppershall Jurassic  5-0 away winners at Lidlington United  
Sports,  Craig Damon bagging a hattrick alongside strikes from Dave Readman and Pat King, 
but for Clifton it was a 4-0 defeat at Marabese Ceramics , whose goals came via Gary Wing, 
Daniel Sorrell, Richard Follono and Romain Marabese and also losing were Potton 
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Wanderers  1-3 at home against Marston Shelton Rovers , James Hearson netting for the 
home side against Rovers replies from Stuart Mann, Dean Clark and Suni Jamil, 
Elsewhere, in the division the days other two games both ended in 3-2 home wins, Oakley 
Sports Reserves  maintaining their 100% home record thanks to two goals from Carl Warner 
and a strike from Ben Brown to beat Blue Chip whose Cullam McGlyn netted a brace in reply 
whilst Saffron  won for the first time on home soil this season over Kings AFC , Tazi Ali, 
Shezad Sattar and Mohammed Rahman netting the winners goals to replies from Josh 
Clements and Marcus Tomlin. 
 
Saturday 25 th October 2008  
 
With Blunham Reserves  sitting the afternoon out, it was Meppershall Jurassic  who moved 
up to second place in the standings with a 4-3 home win over Potton Wanderers , with goals 
from James Doyle, Craig Damon, Dave Readman and Craig Richards to Wanderers replies 
from Charlie Seward twice and Jack Aris. 
 
Losing out on that second spot were Great Barford   after they were held to a 2-2 draw at 
Blue Chip , Gary Russon netting both goals against home strikes from Peter Neale and Carl 
Townsend.  
 
Elsewhere, in the table Meltis Corinthians Reserves  are now up into fourth slot after their 3-
2 home win over Lidlington United Sports  with goals from Jermaine Mills, Tony Mollioti and 
Harry Ellis doing the damage, to United replies from Chris Roberts and Graham Scott whilst 
Saffron are just a place behind them after making it three wins in a row with a 3-1 away win 
at Mulberry Bush , Jatinder Bhangle, Jahangir Ahmed plus a own goal marking the 
scoresheet to a home reply from Darren Gough. 
  
Making up the top six are Marabese Ceramics  who remain unbeaten on the road this season 
after a 3-0 win at Marston Shelton Rovers , Romain Marabese netting twice and Dom 
Policella once, whilst still unbeaten at home are Kings AFC  who enjoyed a 3-0 home win 
over Oakley Sports Reserves , goals from Lee Morgan, Steve Wilson and Marcus Tomlin 
doing the damage, the days final game in this division being postponed when Woburn  
Reserves  could not raise a side to travel to face Clifton  and it now seems likely that they will 
be pulling out of the league. 
  
Saturday 1 st November 2009  
 
Blunham Reserves  return to action this weekend to maintain their seasons 100% home 
record with a 3-0 win over Clifton,  Chris Dunne doing all the damage by netting an hattrick 
whilst second place Meppershall Jurassic  were 5-3 away winners at Marabese Ceramics , 
Craig Richards twice plus Craig Damon, Jamie Underwood and Dan Nathan netting the goals 
against home replies via a Gary Wing brace and Lou Marabese. 
 
Now up into third slot in the table are Meltis Corinthians Reserves  following their 4-2 away 
win at Potton Wanderers , two goals from Tony Milliotti plus strikes from Earl Patterson and 
Harry Ellis doing the damage against a brace in reply from James Hearson.  
 
Elsewhere, Lidlington United Sports  remain on the bottom of the table and still seek their 
first win of the season after losing 2-4 at home against a Blue Chip  side that were winning on 
the road for the first time this season, Lee Bailey with a brace plus goals from Carl Townsend 
and Michael Gierson doing the damage to home replies from Graham Scott and Chris 
Roberts. 
  
Meanwhile Kings AFC  appeared to be coasting to three points when they lead a Mulberry 
Bush  side 3-1 at half-time who had lost their last three outings that was before the visitors 
fought back to share the points in a 3-3 draw, Rowan Hazelwood twice and Marcus Tomlin 
netting for the home side whilst the replies came from Shaun Atkins, Ben Marwood and Pas 
Ventriglia 
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Saturday 8 th November 2008  
 
This weekend saw a break from league action to allow the second round of The Bedfordshire 
FA Junior Cup to take place, where Potton Wanderers  put their league worries behind them 
to net a 3-2 home win over Marston Social  with goals from Chris Baines, Jack Aris and 
James Hearson. 
 
Also coming up with a spot of giant killing were Blunham Reserves  with a 2-1 home win over 
current holders Meltis Albion , Dan Whitten netting the winning goal ten minutes from time 
after they had squared the game up via an own goal. 
 
Making up the hattrick of giant killers was Kings AFC , 3-2 home winners over Kempston , 
two goals from Marcus Tomlin plus a strike from Thomas Cullen doing the damage. 
 
Not quite so lucky were Meltis Corinthians Reserves  who had only a Earl Patterson  goal to 
show for their 2-1 defeat at AFC Kempston Town Resereves but safely into the hat for the 
next round are Marabese Ceramics , 5-0 home winners over Blue Chip  thanks to goals from 
Dom Policelia, David Vallafuerte, Gurdeep Dosansh, Denver Donaldson and Daniel Sorrell.  
 
Saturday 15 th November 2008  
 
Their was just four games scheduled in Division Two and all were to go ahead with Marston 
Shelton Rovers  with their third straight away win 4-1 at Saffron  now climbing up to fourth 
spot in the league table, goals from Jim Burraway, Chris Patrickson, Aaron Franks and Mark 
Champkin taking them to the three points whilst the home reply came from Shezed Satter, 
chasing The Rovers  up the league table are Blue Chip  who after losing 5-0 at Marabese 
Ceramics in The Bedfordshire FA Junior Cup last weekend returned to the same venue this 
week to claim a 3-1 win to take them into the top six of the league table, Jonathan Gray, 
Cullum McGlynn and James Bowen netting the goals to a home reply from Gary Wing. 
  
The top score of the afternoon in this section however belonged to Potton Wanderers  who 
opened up their Mill Lane points tally for the campaign with a 7-0 win over the visiting Oakley  
Sports Reserves , James Hearson with a hattrick, one from the penalty spot leading the way 
to be supported by goals from Chris Munns, Dan Redbond, Joe Aris and Charlie Seward, the 
three points and more importantly the seven goals lifting The Wanderers  above their victims 
on goal difference some five places off the bottom of the league table. 
  
The final game in this section was to take Kings AFC  into the top half of the table after their 
first away win of the season came in a 2-0 victory at Mulberry Bush  who have now lost their 
last three home games, Marcus Tomlin and Josh Clements the Kings marksman.  
 
Meanwhile in Bedfordshire FA Junior Cup Second Round action a goal from Kiall Bagnell was 
enough to take Great Barford  to a 1-0 home win over Meppershall Jurassic . 
 
Saturday 22 nd November 2008  
 
League Leaders Blunham Reserves  are still unbeaten for the season and three points clear 
at the head of the table after netting a 3-0 win at Marston Shelton Rovers , a Chris Dunne 
penalty giving them a first half lead until late goals from Ed Davis and Daniel Whitten brought 
about the final scoreline, but second place Great Barford  are keeping the pressure up on 
their local rivals after retaining their seasons unbeaten record and ending Kings AFC  
unbeaten home tag for the campaign with a 1-0 win, Mark Harlow netting the vital goal direct 
from a corner eight minutes into the second half. 
  
Back up into third place are Meppershall Jurrasic  who were made to fight hard for the three 
points to extend their winning ways to five games with a 5-3 home win over second from 
bottom Mulberry Bush , Craig Damon striking twice alongside an own goal plus goals for 
Craig Richards and Danny Wing whilst The Bush replies came via Shaun Caffety, Darren 
Gough and Steve Pledge.   
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Meanwhile Marabese Ceramics  were to maintain their seasons unbeaten away ways and 
end Meltis Corinthians Reserves  unbeaten five game run with a 3-1 win, Gary Wing 
opening the scoring from the penalty spot after thirty-five minutes only for The Sweetboys  
Tony Milliotti to even matters up two minutes from the break, but with a goal from Colin 
Standley ten minutes into the second period and another penalty converted by Wing fifteen 
minutes later it was the Ceramics who emerged with the full three points come the final 
whistle  
  
For Blue Chip  it was a end to their three game unbeaten run when beaten 1-5 at home by 
Potton Wanderers , goals from Chris Sams and a James Herson penalty giving The 
Wanderers  a 2-0 half-time lead which was to be halved when Francis Vaugham netted for 
the home side early in the new period until strikes from Jack Aris, Joe Aris and Craig Schurek 
took the visitors well clear by the ninety minute mark.  
  
Elsewhere, bottom of the table Lidlington United Sports  came up with their first win of the 
season 5-4 at home over Oakley Sports Reserves  for whom it was a fifth straight away 
defeat, Alex Burrows with a hattrick plus goals from Scott Kent and Louis Weedon doing the 
damage to a brace in reply from Rob Taylor plus goals from Ben Brown and Dan Newton on 
the scoresheet for the visitors. 
  
The days final game seeing Saffron  100% seasons away record come to a end when Clifton 
came up with their first home win of the season, Jahangir Ahmed giving Saffron  a tenth 
minute lead but by half-time, two goals from Robert Harradine and a strike from Greg King 
had taken the home side 3-1 clear which King again added to five minutes from time for a 
final 4-1 scoreline. 
 
Saturday 29 th November 2008  
 
Blunham Reserves  are now five points clear at the head of the Division Two table has they 
took their winning ways to eight games with a 4-1 win at Meltis Corinthians Reserves , a 
own goal five minutes into the contest setting them on the way which was added to by a goal 
from Jamie Hay on the half-hour mark until a strike from Sandeep Atwal ten minutes from the 
break gave the home side hope but it was not to be has the evergreen Chris Dunne struck 
twice inside the closing twenty minutes to take his side to a 4-1 win. 
  
Start of play second placers Great Barford  losing that spot and their 100% seasons 
unbeaten home record when beaten 1-4 by Potton Wanderers , Joe Aris opening The 
Wanderers  goal account three minutes from the interval before the home side squared the 
game on 57minutes with a goal from Nick Rogers but it was curtains for Great Barford  when 
Chris Sams, James Hearson and Jack Aris all added to The Wanderers  goal tally inside a 
ten minute spell starting just three minutes after the home goal had been scored. 
  
Now taking over that second spot are Meppershall Jurassic  who were to make real hard 
work of netting their sixth win on the bounce 6-4 at home over Saffron , the visitors with two 
goals from Taswar Ali plus strikes from Jahangir Ahmed and Shezed Satter leading 4-1 after 
a hours play only to lose out to a Craig Damon hattrick alongside two goals from Dan Taylor 
and a strike from Dave Readman. 
  
Up into fourth spot now behind Great Barford  are Marabese Ceramics  who maintained their 
seasons unbeaten away record with a 3-1 win at Oakley Sports Reserves , Romano 
Marabese netting twice and Denver Donaldson once to a home reply from a Jason Angle 
penalty which was not enough to save his side going down to their sixth straight defeat, 
elsewhere Mulberry Bush  came up with their first win in seven outings to climb out of the 
bottom two of the league table with a 4-3 win at Marston Shelton Rovers , Shaun Cafferty, 
Martin Ivy, Darren Gough and Steve Pledge netting the vital goals against home replies from 
Mark Champkin, Jim Burraway and Dean Clark. 
  
Another side winning on the road were Blue Chip , 4-1 winners at Clifton,  Greg King giving 
the home side the lead after fifteen minutes until a brace from James Bowen saw The 
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Chipme n lead 2-1 at the break, this was added to in the closing ten minutes with 
Bowen's hattrick goal and a strike from Jonathan Spencer-Gray, the days final game in this 
section taking Kings AFC  to a 4-3 home win over bottom of the table Lidlington United 
Sports  thanks to two goals from Marcus Tomlin and strikes from Ben and Michael Whealan.  
 
Saturday 6 th December 2008   
 
Blunham Reserves  lead at the head of the Division Two league table is now up to six points 
after they maintained their seasons 100% home record and took their seasons unbeaten 
ways to ten games with a 2-0 home win over a Blue Chip  side that had won its last three 
away games, a penalty in both periods from Chris Dunne doing the damage, now up into 
second spot are Great Barford  but they were made to fight all the way to retain their seasons 
unbeaten away record with a 2-1 win at Marabese Ceramics , Gary Wing slotting the home 
side ahead in the opening half until Barford  fought back and won the day via a own goal ten 
minutes into the second period and the winner from Gary Russon ten minutes from time. 
  
Dropping down into third place are Meppershall Jurassic  who were to have their six game 
winning run and seasons 100% away record busted by being held to a 1-1 draw at Mulberry 
Bush,  a opening half own goal giving The Jurassic  men a 1-0 lead which was cancelled out 
fifteen minutes from time by a goal from Steve Pledge. 
  
Moving up into fourth place are Meltis Corinthians Reserves  who still remain unbeaten on 
the road this season after a 2-1 win at Saffron , Dean Warren netting twice to a home reply 
from Jahangir Ahmed and now behind them in fifth slot are Potton Wanderers  who were 6-1 
home winners over bottom of the table Lidlington United Sports , Chris Munns direct from a 
corner giving The Wanderers the lead which was cancelled out by a strike from Scott Kent but 
by half-time Potton were 4-1 ahead following strikes from James Hearson, Joe Aris and Chris 
Sams whilst the second half action saw Aris net for a second time alongside a strike from 
Antony Schurek. 
  
The days final game ending all square 2-2 between Clifton  and Kings  AFC, 0-0 at the break 
Marcus Tomlin shot the visitors ahead before a brace of goals from Mark Gearing nudged 
Clifton  2-1 ahead until Tomlin netted again to give his side a share of the spoils. 
 
Saturday 13 th December 2008  
 
 
This weekend the weather was the big winner with the postponement of the games Great 
Barford v Meppershall Jurassic , Lidlington United Sports  v Marabese Ceramics , 
Marston Shelton Rovers  v Clifton and Meltis Corinthians Reserves  v Mulberry Bush , but 
where play did go ahead it was the visiting sides that came out ahead in all three games none 
more so that league leaders Blunham Reserves  who are now nine points clear at the head 
of the standings after a 4-2 victory at Oakley Sports Reserves  to retain their seasons 
unbeaten record. 
  
Blunham  were to in effect have the game sewn up with three goals inside a ten minute period 
leading up to the half-hour mark during which Joe Cooper, Dan Whitten and Lee Munns all 
stuck and whilst Ben Brown netted to close the gap to 1-3 a strike from Alan Brown saw the 
league leaders ahead 1-4 at break and in cruise mode until Sportsmen's  Carl Warner made 
it 2-4 in the second period. 
  
Elsewhere, Saffron were to end their four game losing run and move out of the bottom two in 
the standings by winning 3-2 at Blue Chip , two goals from Shezat Sattar taking Saffron  into 
a 2-0 lead early in the opening half which James Bowen for the home side reduced to a single 
goal just before the break and when Callum McGlynn netted five minutes from time it seemed 
the points would be shared until Saffron's  Jatinder Bhangle came up with a late winner 
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The days final game seeing Potton Wanderers  have their four game winning run brought to 
a end with a 0-1 home defeat at the hands of Kings AFC  for whom Allen Sacbuker netted the 
lone goal. 
 
Saturday 20 th December 2008  
  
Blunham Reserves  will take a nine point lead at the head of the Division Two table into the 
New Year despite losing their seasons 100% home record and nine game winning run when 
held to a 1-1 draw by second place Great Barford  who duly retained their own seasons 
unbeaten away record, Matthew Geaves grabbing the home goal to a reply from Gary 
Russon. 
  
Third place Meppershall Jurassic  however failed to close the gap on the top two despite 
holding onto their seasons unbeaten away record has they had to settle for a share of the 
spoils in a 3-3 draw at Clifton , two goals from Jurassic  man Dan Nathalang looked to be 
setting them on the way to victory until just before half-time they were reduced to ten men 
when Craig Damon was red carded for a handball offence and from the resulting penalty Mark 
Gearing made it 2-1 and game on, Ed Brazuekas was to restore the visitors two goal 
advantage just a minute into the new period and despite a strike from William Pitts five 
minutes later the points looked to be The Jurrasic's  until up popped Garath Carter on 
90minutes to make it 3-3. 
  
Potton Wanderers  are now up into fourth spot after they blew away Marabese Ceramics  
unbeaten away record for the season 4-1 at Mill Lane, two goals from Amit Patel alongside 
strikes from Craig Schurek and James Hearson doing the damage against a lone reply from 
Richard Follano, elsewhere Marston Shelton Rovers  made it three away wins on the bounce 
when they won 2-1 at Kings AFC , Robert Moore and Aaron Franks netting the vital goals to a 
home reply from Rowan Hazelwood. 
  
For bottom of the table Lidlington United Sports  it was a fine end to the year has they held 
fifth place Meltis Corinthians Reserves  to a 3-3 home draw thanks to goals from Bernie 
Cruscoe, Richard Hillier and Simon Fitchett, but for second from bottom Mulberry Bush  that 
first home win of the season must wait until 2009 after they were beat 2-3 by Blue Chip  
despite leading 2-1 until the last ten minutes, Darren Gough and Martin Ivy the home 
marksmen to Chipmen  replies from Michael Lamont, Francis Vaugham and Pete Neale. 
  
Yet it was all smiles for Oakley Sports Reserves  who ended a seven game losing run with a 
2-1 win at Saffron , Dan Newton and Ben Brown their hero's to a home reply from Tazi Ali. 
 
Saturday 3 rd January 2009  
  
The New Year was to open with action in the opening round of The Jubilee Cup and for  
holders Great Barford  there was the need of extra time before they booked their last eight 
spot with a 3-1 home win over Marston Shelton Rovers , Gary Russon had given Barford 
the lead fourteen minutes into the tie which Simon Craddock cancelled out for The Rovers  
two minutes later and until a penalty shoot-out was no more than five minutes before the 
scoreline was added to Mark Harlow shooting Barford 2-1 ahead and Russon adding a third 
two minutes later, the victory giving Barford a last eight tie at home against Saffron who 
were 4-1 home winners over Lidlington United Sports , Azar Nawaz with a brace plus 
Shezed Satter and Jahangir Ahmed netting the home goals to a lone reply from Graham 
Scott. 
  
But the shock of the day was to see Blunham Reserves  defeated for the first time this 
season when beaten 2-3 at home by Meltis Corinthians Reserves  who will now travel to 
Clifton in the Quarter-Finals, Ben Flatters shooting the visitors ahead until from the penalty 
spot Chris Dunne level matters but it was another penalty this time from Earl Patterson who 
restored the visitors lead in the second half but no sooner was he their hero than he became 
their villain by missing from the penalty spot which would have taken them two goals clear a 
miss that looked to have been costly when Julian Munns levelled matters five minutes from 
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time, that was until Martisse Clarke saved his blushes with the visitors winning goal just three 
minutes later. 
  
Last seasons Watson Shield beaten finalists Kings AF C safely made it into the last eight and 
a home tie against Marabese Ceramics  after winning 5-0 at Blue Chip , braces from Marcus 
Tomlin and Rowan Hazelwood plus a goal from Michael Whealan doing the damage. 
  
Meanwhile it was the end of the cup road for Potton Wanderers  beaten in a penalty shoot-
out at Meppershall Jurassic , a goal in normal time and another in extra time from James 
Hearson seeing the game deadlock at 2-2 after 120minutes until the home side whose goals 
had been netted by Craig Damon and Dan Taylor won the shoot-out 5-4 to book a trip to 
Mulberry Bush  who netted a 4-3 home win over Oakley Sports  Reserves , Martin Ivy the 
home hero bagging all four goals whilst the Oakley replies came via Ben Brown with a brace 
and Jason Angol. 
 
Saturday 10 th January 2009  
 
The bad weather was to arrive to bring about a total postponement of all fixtures.  
 
Saturday 17 th January 2009  
 
A return to action was to see the spotlight fall on the playing of the third round ties in this 
seasons Bedfordshire FA Junior Cup, Marabese Ceramics  claiming a 4-2 home win over 
Stevington  thanks to two goals from Denver Donaldson plus strikes from Rees Taylor and 
Gary Wing, whilst also up to a spot of giant killing were Potton Wanderers , 3-2 extra time 
winners at Kempston Hammers Sports , Charlie Seward, Joe Aris and Amit Patel netting the 
vital goals. 
 
For Great Barford  it was the requirement of a penalty shoot-out before they netted a home 
win over Leighton United , goals from Gary Russon and Daniel Stafford seeing the game 
deadlock at 2-2 before, Jonathon Prior, Daniel Jeffery, Russon, Jason Ames, George Harris 
and Richard Thornton became the penalty hero’s in a shoot-out that went to sudden death. 
 
Kings AFC  meanwhile were having a much easier passage into the next round with a 5-1 
home win over Riseley Sports Reserves , Rowan Hazelwood netting three times to be joined 
on the scoresheet by Ben Whelan and Mark Loosemore. 
 
But for Blunham Reserves  it will be a Bedfordshire FA enquiry after their home tie with 
Farley Boys was abandoned five minutes from time at which stage they lead 1-0 via a Joe 
Cooper goal.  
 
The reduced Division Two league programme saw Meppershall Jurassic  lose their seasons 
unbeaten away record and miss the opportunity to climb into second spot in the league table 
when beaten 3-1 at Marston Shelton Rovers , Aaron Franks with a brace and Chris 
Patrickson doing the damage to a reply from Shaheen Miah, but still holding onto their 
seasons unbeaten away ways are Meltis Corinthians Reserves  who claimed a share of the 
spoils in a 1-1 draw at Clifton , John Sahota giving them the lead five minutes before half-time 
which was cancelled out five minutes after the break by a home goal from Alex Fisher. 
  
The days other two games still sees Mulberry Bush  looking for their first home win of the 
season after being beat 1-3 by Oakley Sports Reserves , Carl Townsend, Ben Brown and 
Craig Cook the Oakley  marksmen to a Bush reply from Shaun Cafferty whilst Lidlington  
United Sports  were 1-0 home winners over Saffron at Hurst Grove thanks to a goal from 
Louis Weedon  
 
 
Saturday 24 th January 2009  
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Blunham Reserves  retained their ten point lead and the head of the Division Two table and 
their seasons unbeaten record when a goal from Dan Whitten just twelve minutes into the 
game was enough for them to collect the full three points from a 1-0 win at Potton 
Wanderers  whilst second place Meppershall Jurassic  were collecting a 4-2 home win over 
Kings AFC , The Jurassic Boys  being gifted a opening own goal from ex player Jeff Dyer 
before a goal from Gary Davies made it 2-0 by the half-time break, Davies in the new period 
made it 3-0 until goals from Marcus Tomlin and Lee Morgan reduce the arrears to 3-2 until 
Danny Wing netted two minutes from time for the 4-2 final scoreline. 
  
For Marston Shelton Rovers , it was a end of their three game winning away run when 
beaten 2-1 at Meltis Corinthians Reserves  who now climb above them in the league table 
into fourth slot, Lee Dudley giving The Rovers  a first half lead but back came The Meltis  in 
the second period Tony Milioti levelling matters before from the penalty spot Earl Patterson 
netted the winner two minutes from time. 
  
With the Great Barford  v Mulberry Bush  and Saffron  v Lidlington United Sports  games 
postponed due to waterlogged pitches the final game in this section saw Marabese Ceramics  
return to winning home ways with a 2-1 victory over Oakley Sports Reserves , Denver 
Donaldson and Richard Bruniges the home hero’s to a reply from Sportsmans  Ben Brown. 
 
Saturday 31 st January 2009  
  
Blunham Reserves  march towards the Division Two title continues after they took their 
unbeaten ways to fourteen games with a 3-1 home win over Marabese Ceramics  to remain 
ten points clear at the head of the league table, the visitors were to go in front when Paul 
Smith gifted them the lead twenty minutes into the game with an own goal but a strike from 
Matthew Geaves on the half-hour and a returned own goal saw Blunham  lead 2-1 by the 
break, a scoreline Rob Lawrence was to add to ten minutes from time. 
  
Second place Meppershall Jurassic  also had to come from a goal behind to net a 3-1 home 
win over a Meltis Corinthians Reserves  side that were losing for the first time on their 
travels this season, Anup Kalyan netting the goal to take The Sweetboys  into a 1-0 lead at 
the break until second half strikes from Craig Richards, Craig Damon and Ed Brazauskas 
took The Jurassic Men  to the three points. 
  
Jumping up now into third spot in the table are Marston Shelton Rovers  who run out 5-2 
home winners over Blue Chip , braces of goals from Stuart Mann and Aaron Franks plus a 
strike from Sundip Jarmil doing the damage to replies from Michael Lamont and Francis 
Vaughan to lift them above Great Barford  who were beat 1-2 at home by Kings AFC , the 
visitors with goals from Marcus Tomlin and Oliver Plested lead 2-0 early in the opening half 
until Gary Russon reduced the arrears nine minutes into the second half. 
  
The days other three games in this section all also went the way of the visitors, Lidlington 
United Sports  netting their first away win of the season 5-1 at Mulberry Bush, where John 
Drea was on the mark four times and Scott Kent once against a home reply from Shaun 
Atkins whilst Potton Wanderers  made it three away wins on the bounce with a 4-1 victory at 
Saffron , goals from Charlie Seward twice plus Steve Smith and Chris Sams doing the 
damage against a home reply from Mohammed Zahar whilst Oakley Sports Reserves  were 
4-2 winners at Clifton,  Carl Townsend and Tom Redmond both on the scoresheet twice to 
home replies from Alex Fisher and Greg King. 
 
Saturday 7 th Febrauary 2009  
 
The bad weather was to return and cause the second total wipe-out of all fixtures this season. 
 
Saturday 14 th February 2009  
 
Just one game this weekend was to beat the weather, in which Potton Wanderers  with a 8-1 
home win over Mulberry Bush  are now up to third spot in the Division Two league table 
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whilst poor old Mulberry Bush  are still rooted to the bottom of the table, Dan Redbond giving 
The Wanderers  a early lead until Ben Marwood levelled matters twenty minutes into the 
contest and that's the way the scoring remained right up until half-time but the day was to 
belong to The Wanderers  when a second half hattrick from Chris Sams plus a brace from 
James Hearson and single strikes from Craig Schureik and Joe Aris took the home side 
seven goals clear by the final whistle, The Bushmen's  cause not being helped when 
goalkeeper Laurie Hodd was forced to leave the pitch injured trying to prevent the home sides 
third goal and his side left to play the rest of the game with just ten players. 
 
Saturday 21 st February 2009  
 
Action for Division Two sides today came in both The Jubilee Cup and Bedfordshire FA Junior 
Cup Quauter-Final ties.  
 
In The Jubilee Cup, Meltis Corinthians Reserves  are safely into the last four of this seasons 
Jubilee Cup when two late goals from Jacob Corbin and Mufaro Mashawira cancelled out a 
first half goal from Robert Harradine to take them to a 2-1 victory at Clifton and they now 
await the outcome of next weekends Great Barford  v Saffron tie  to see where they travel to 
in The Semi-Final 
  
Its a similar story for Meppershall Jurassic  who after winning 6-1 at Mulberry Bush  must 
now wait for Kings AFC  and Marabese Ceramics  to sort out who will host them in the Semi-
Final, The Jurassic  with goals from Danny Wing and Dan Taylor lead 2-0 at half-time which 
was increased to 6-0 with strikes from Craig Richards, Jamie Underwood, Craig Damon and 
Shaheen Miah before Ellis Joseph netted The Bushmen's  lone reply. 
 
Whilst in The Bedfordshire FA Junior Cup, Great Barford  made their way into the hat for the 
Semi-Final draw when a goal from Gary Russon twenty minutes from time netted them a 1-0 
win home win over Marabese Ceramics  whilst joining them in that hat are Potton 
Wanderers  who have be given a bye following both Blunham Reserves  and Farley Boys 
being removed from the competition by The Bedfordshire FA following the inquiry into the 
abandonment of their Third Round tie.. 
 
Saturday 28 th February 2009  
 
Blunham Reserves are now thirteen points clear at the head of the Division Two table after 
netting a 2-0 home win over second place Meppershall Jurassic  to remain unbeaten in 
league action this season, first half goals from Matthew Geaves and Mark Davidson doing the 
damage. 
  
Potton Wanderers  started the day in third spot but were to end the day in fifth slot after 
losing 2-4 at home against Clifton,  Barry Hallybone giving the visitors the lead but by half-
time Antony Schurk had struck to draw The Wanderers  level but the new half saw a brace of 
goals from Greg King plus a strike from Mark Gearing take Clifton 4-1 clear until Steve Smith 
netted late on for The Wanderers , their third spot in the table being taken over by Marston  
Shelton Rovers  who were 5-3 winners at Lidlington United Sports  thanks to a Aaron 
Franks hattrick and goals from Stuart Mann and James Burraway against United replies from 
Chris Robert, Andrew Smith and Gary Smith whilst now up into fourth place are Meltis 
Corinthians Reserves  2-1 winners at Oakley Sports Reserves, Jacob Corbin doing the 
damage with both goals against a home reply from the penalty spot from Tom Redmond. 
  
But for start of play bottom of the table Mulberry Bush  it was a day to celebrate has they not 
only ended a four game losing run and lifted themselves out of the drop zone with a 2-1 win at 
Blue Chip  but both their goals came from 21st birthday boy Shaun Cafferty either side of 
James Bowen drawing the home club level just before the break. 
  
Whilst away from the league action in The Jubilee Cup,,Great Barford  will now host Meltis 
Corinthians Reserves  in The Semi-Finals after a 3-1 home win over Saffron , it was the 
visitors with a goal from Junaid Miah after eight minutes who lead at the break but three 
second half penalties all converted home by Daniel Jefferies saw Great Barford  to victory, 
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joining them in the last four are Kings AFC  who needed a penalty shoot-out to overcome 
Marabese Ceramics , Colin Standley giving The Ceramics a first half lead which on sixty-five 
minutes was cancelled out by Josh Clements and thats the way it stayed after 120minutes 
play, Alan Sacbuker, Steve Wilson, Marcus Tomlin and Dan Footer on the mark from the spot 
for The Kings  whilst just Richard Fallano and Ress Tudball found the back of the net for the 
visitors, Kings AFC  will now host Meppershall Jurassic  in The Semi-Final. 
 
Saturday 7 th March 2009  
  
League leaders Blunham Reserves  took their seasons unbeaten ways to sixteen games to 
remain thirteen points clear at the head of the league table with a 4-0 win at Mulberry Bush , 
Mark Davidson from the penalty spot opening the scoring in the last minute of the opening 
half before Dan Whitten stole the show with a second half hattrick, but second place 
Meppershall Jurassic  are far from giving up the chase after extending their winning home 
ways to seven games with a 6-0 win over Lidlington United Sports , Craig Richards and 
Jamie McGregor both on the scoresheet twice alongside strikes from Dan Taylor and 
Shaheen Miah. 
  
Up into third spot now are Potton Wanderers  after their 6-3 away win at Marston Shelton  
Rovers,  the morning's third slot occupants, Joe Aris netting twice supported by goals from 
Chris Sams, James Hearson, Chris Munns and Jack Aris against home replies from Aaron 
Franks, Mark Champkin and Antony Henman whilst Great Barford  did their promotion 
chances no harm at all when retaining their seasons unbeaten league ways with a 2-1 win at 
Meltis Corinthians Reserves , Matthew Smith putting Barford ahead eighteen minutes into 
the game which Ben Parratt cancelled out six minutes later only for Gary Russon to net what 
turned out to be the winning goal six minutes into the new half. 
  
Elsewhere it was also not a good day for two other home sides, Clifton  despite two goals 
from Mark Gearing losing out 2-6 to Marabese Ceramics  whose goals came via a Darren 
Payne hattrick, a brace from James Tizard and a lone goal from Colin Stanley plus Blue Chip  
were beat 2-3 on home soil by Oakley Sports Reserves, Daniel Lupton and James Bowen 
netting the home goals whilst The Sportsmens  strikes came via a brace for Jamie McCelland 
and Ben Brown. 
  
The final game in this section seeing Kings AFC and Saffron play out a 0-0 draw. 
  
Saturday 14 th March 2009  
 
 
This seasons Bedfordshire FA Junior Cup Final will be a all Bedfordshire Football League 
affair between Great Barford  and Potton Wanderers  after they both came up with away 
Semi-Final wins, Potton Wanderers  found themselves a goal down after just five minutes at 
Luton District & South Beds League side USL Galacticos but a penalty from James Hearson 
drew them level twenty minutes into the game before Jack Aris hit the second half winner 
twenty-five minutes from time. 
  
For Great Barford  it was a 3-1winat Caldecote A, David Fitzsimmons giving them a first half 
lead which Jack Boyd cancelled out from the penalty spot only for Barford to win the day with 
two goals from Tom Hobbs and Gary Russon in the games closing three minutes. 
 
 
In The Jubilee Cup, Meppershall Jurassic  made their way into the clubs first ever Cup Final 
where they will meet either Great Barford  or Meltis Corinthians Reserves  after winning 4-1 
at Kings AFC , the game in effect being all over by half-time after braces of goals from Craig 
Richards and Shaheen Miah saw them lead 4-0 before Rowan Hazelwood netted the home 
sides lone second half reply 
 
Whilst in league action leaders Blunham Reserves  maintained their seasons unbeaten 
record and went fourteen points clear at the head of the league table on a afternoon they will 
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perhaps still want to forget after being held to a 0-0 draw at home by Lidlington United 
Sports  who sit just three places off of the bottom of the league table. 
  
Elsewhere however it was a day for the home sides, all four winning without conceding a goal 
between them, Meltis Corinthians Reserves  keeping their promotion hopes alive and 
moving up into third spot in the league table with a 4-0 win over Blue Chip , two goals from 
Ashley Duckworth and strikes from Mufaro Mashavir and Jeramine Mills doing the damage 
whilst Marabese Ceramics  kept themselves in the promotion mix with a 4-0 win of their own 
over Saffron , first half goals from James Tizard and Lou Marabese being added to in the new 
half by a second goal from Tizard and a strike from Gary Bottazzi. 
  
For Oakley Sports Reserves  it was the end to a four game losing home run with a 3-0 win 
over second from bottom of the table Mulberry Bush , Scott Cook and Nathan Byrne netting 
in the opening half before Tom Redmond struck after the break and Clifton came up with 
their first home win in seven outings with a 1-0 victory over Marston Shelton Rovers , the 
vital goal coming from a Robert Harradine penalty just ten minutes from time. 
 
Saturday 21 st March 2009  
 
 Is the pressure beginning to get to league leaders Blunham Reserves ?who despite holding 
onto their seasons unbeaten record were held to a draw for the second weekend running this 
time 1-1 at Clifton,  Chris Dunne giving Blunham  the lead twenty minutes from time which 
was cancelled out by a strike from Mark Gearing ten minutes later and their lead at the head 
of the table is down to twelve points after second place Meppershall Jurassic  who also have 
a game in hand run out 2-1 home winners over Marabese Ceramics , first half goals from 
Shin Miah and Craig Richards setting up their eighth home win on the bounce before James 
Tizard replied for the visitors. 
  
Down at the bottom of the table Mulberry Bush  now find themselves on the bottom rung after 
being beat 5-0 at Saffron, thanks to a hattrick from Zulfgar Ahmed and strikes from 
Mohamend Rahman and Shazed Sattar, Saffron  now also climbed above Lidlington United 
Sports  on goal difference after they could only shared the spoils in a 1-1 draw at Blue Chip , 
Peter Neal giving The Chipboys  a early lead until Louis Weedon levelled matters in the 
second half. 
 
Whilst Great Barford  will have a chance to defend The Jubilee Cup they won last season 
against Meppershall Jurassic  in this seasons final after a Garry Russon goal five minutes 
into the second half brought them a 1-0 Semi-Final home win over Meltis Corinthians  
Reserves. 
 
Saturday 28 th March 2009  
 
League leaders Blunham Reserves  remaining twelve points clear at the head of the table 
and still unbeaten for the season after a 3-2 home win over Marston Shelton Rovers , Jordan 
Carbonnellie giving The Rovers  the lead until goals from Matthew Geaves and Daniel 
Whitten saw the league leaders lead 2-1 by the break but a second strike from Carbonnellie 
soon levelled matters until Mark Davidson hit the home sides winner twenty minutes from 
time, keeping up the pressure on the leaders however are Meppershall Jurassic  who won 6-
2 at Oakley Sports Reserves , the home strikes coming via Jamie McCelland and Steve 
Stanford. 
  
For third place Meltis Corinthians Reserves  however it was a 2-9 home beating by Kings  
AFC, Marcus Tomlin with a hattrick, Josh Clements with a brace plus Lee Morgan, Alan 
Sacbuker, Danny Cain an a own goal making their way onto the Kings  scoresheet against 
home replies from Martease Clarke and Anil Jhalli but fourth place Potton Wanderers  were 
to see their home game with Blue Chip  postponed after the visitors failed to arrive at Mill 
Lane. 
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Marabese Ceramics  are now up into fifth spot after winning 5-1 at the now new bottom of the 
table Lidlington United Sports , an own goal plus strikes from Darren Payne, Gary Bottazzi, 
Colin Standley and James Tizard doing the damage against a home reply from Scott Kent, 
United  moving onto the base of the table after Mulberry Bush  came up with the result of the 
day winning 5-1 at Great Barford , 3-0 ahead by the break with goals from Shaun Cafferty, a 
Ben Marwood penalty and Martin Ivy they were to be pulled back to 1-3 when Daniel Jeffrey 
netted from the penalty spot until both Cafferty and Ivy netted again . 
  
The Bush  also climbing above Saffron  who were beaten 0-2 at home by Clifton , Barry King 
giving the visitors the lead on 25minutes which was increased ten minutes later when King 
was upended in the box and Mark Gearing slotted home the resulting spot kick. 
 
Wednesday 1 st April 2009  
 
Blunham Reserves  remain unbeaten for the season and now thirteen points clear at the 
head of the league table despite being held to a 2-2 draw at Great Barford , goalless at the 
break, Matthew Geaves netted to place Blunham ahead a minute into the second half before 
Daniel Jeffrey levelled matters, on the hour mark Jamie Hay regained the lead for the league 
leaders only to see Jason Ames square matters up at 2-2 ten minutes later. 
  
Blunham Reserves  lead at the head of the table increasing after second place Meppershall 
Jurassic were beat 3-0 at Kings AFC  whose goals came from Marcus Tomlin, Lee Morgan 
and Josh Clements, whilst Mulberry Bush  gained a vital point in the efforts to beat the drop 
by drawing 0-0 at now up to third spot Marabese Ceramics 
 
Saturday 4 th April 2009  
 
 Blunham Reserves  remain thirteen points clear at the head of the table and well on course 
for the league crown after goals from Paul Damon and Daniel Whitten ensured they remain 
unbeaten on the road this season with a 2-0 win at Kings AFC, but the quest for that second 
automatic promotion spot is very much wide open after wins for the next five sides in the 
league table, second place Meppershall Jurassic  winning 8-3 at Meltis Corinthians  
Reserves despite home strikes from Mufaro Mashavira, Harry Ellis and Earl Patterson whilst 
there was also an away win their five on the bounce for third place Potton Wanderers  4-1 at 
Oakley Sports Reserves , Jack Aris and Joe Aris netting for The Wanderers  in the opening 
half to a reply from Ben Brown before a second half brace from Chris Sams saw The 
Wanderers  to the three points. 
  
Another side winning on the road were fourth slot Marabese Ceramics  5-0 victors over a 
Blue Chip  side that has failed to win any of its last eight home games, Denver Donaldson 
bagging an hattrick supported by strikes from James Tizard and Rick Bruniges and for fifth 
place Marston Shelton Rovers  after three straight defeats it was a return to winning ways 
with a 3-2 home win over Saffron,  goals from Simon Caddock, Aaron Franks and Chris 
Patrickson doing the damage against replies from Haider Rahman and Jatinder Bhangle while 
sixth place Great Barford  came up with their first home win in five outings 3-0 over bottom of 
the table Lidlington United Sports , all the goals coming in the closing twenty minutes, an 
own goal the first before goals arrived via George Harris and David Haverley. 
  
The days other game seeing Clifton take their unbeaten ways to four games with a 2-1 home 
win over Mulberry Bush , home strikes from Lee Austin and Barry Hallybone arriving before 
Martin Ivy reduced the arrears a minute from time. 
 
Monday 6 th  April 2009  
 
Second place Meppershall Jurassic  promotion hopes took a big knock when beaten 0-3 at 
home by a Clifton side coming up with their third away win on the bounce, Alex Fisher 
opening the scoring twenty minutes into the game which was then doubled ten minutes later 
by Barry Hallybone until Fisher with his second goal of the evening fifteen minutes from time 
sealed the points for the visitors, The Jurassic Boys  cause not being helped by wins for both 
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Marabese Ceramics  and Great Barford , The Tilers  moving up into third slot via a 3-1 home 
victory over Marston Shelton Rovers , Denver Donaldson slotting them in front after just four 
minutes until Jordan Carbonnelle levelled matters for The Rovers  just seven minutes later 
and that's the way it stayed until the 87th minute when Darren Payne regained the lead for 
the home side which was added to by a second Donaldson goal two minutes later. 
  
For Great Barford  it was a 5-3 home win over Blue Chip  who are now without a win in their 
last seven outings and down into the bottom four of the league standings, first half goals from 
Luke Haveley, Gary Russon and Mark Harlow against replies from Francis Vaugham and 
Mark Levy saw the home lead 3-2 at the break before further strikes from Russon, and Nick 
Atterwater took them 5-2 clear until Tom Liptrot netted the final goal of the night. 
  
Meanwhile Saffron  were lifting themselves out of the drop zone with a 4-1 win at Meltis 
Corinthians Reserves , 3-0 ahead at the break with two goals from Shezad Sattar and a 
strike from Mohammed Rahman, the second half saw Sattar complete his hattrick before the 
home goal arrived late on via Neville Allen.  
 
Saturday 11 th April 2009  
 
Blunham Reserves  are the new Division Two Champions after first they netted a 3-2 home 
win over Saffron  then heard the news that Great Barford  in a later kick off had been held to 
a draw at Marston Shelton Rovers.  
  
Ed Davies claimed Blunham's first goal to see them lead 1-0 at the break but strikes from 
Shazad Satter and Piyaz Hussian placed Saffron  ahead 2-1 until Matthew Geaves levelled 
matters you then take your choice if you listen to Blunham , Alan Brown hit the winner or you 
accept the Saffron version that the winning goal came via a Hasnain Rahman own goal. 
  
Blunham's  title being confirmed by Great Barford's  failure to collect the three points at 
Marston Shelton Rovers , Aaron Franks putting The Rovers  in front after just ten minutes 
but a Richard Thorton goal twenty five minutes from time maintained the visitors seasons 
unbeaten away record and kept them very much in the promotion race. 
  
However Meppershall Jurassic  still perhaps look the favourites for that second automatic 
promotion spot after they run out 6-3 winners at Blue Chip, Shaheen Miah and Craig Richards 
both netting twice alongside Pat King and Luke Gunn for The Juraasic Boys  against home 
replies from James Bowen twice and Francis Vaughan and still very much in that promotion 
hunt are Potton Wanderers  who are now unbeaten in their last six away games after a 3-2 
win at Marabese Ceramics , Dan Redbond, Antony Schurek and Jack Aris the Wanderers  
marksmen to home replies from Colin Standley and Ricky Bruniges. 
  
Down at the bottom end of the table Mulberry Bush  lifted themselves out of the drop zone 
thanks to a 4-1 away win at Meltis Corinthians Reserves , braces of goals from both Shaun 
Cafferty and Martin Ivy arriving before the lone home reply from Majid Nadeem, but 
Lidlington United Sports  hopes of beating the drop took another knock when they were beat 
4-1 at Clifton,  Mark Gearing, Lee Austin, Greg King and Barry Hallybone all netting for the 
home side against a Simon Fitchett reply. 
  
The days final game giving Oakley Sports Reserves  a 4-0 home win over Kings AFC , 
where first half goals from Charlie Rogers and Carl Townsend were added to in the second 
period by Jason Angol and Carl Warner. 
 
Monday 13 th April 2009  
 
Lidlington United Sports  enchanced their hopes of beating the drop when after trailing 
Kings AFC  0-2 at half-time on Easter Monday they claimed their first win in seven outings 
with a 90th minute winner, two headed first half goals both from corners by Lee Morgan saw 
Kings AFC  in the driving seat at Hurst Grove before the home side fought back in the second 
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period, strikes from Michael Smith and Chris Roberts drawing them level until Andrew 
Meekins completed the recovery with a 90th minute winner. 
 
Saturday 18 th April 2009  
 
For the newly crowned Division Two champions Blunham  it was a end to their seasons 
unbeaten ways in this game number twenty-three when beaten on home soil by Meltis 
Corithians Reserves , Earl Patterson with a hattrick plus Harry Ellis the winners marksmen to 
home replies from Ed Davies and Julian Munns, but for second place Meppershall Jurassic  
it was a big blow to their promotion hopes when Saffron  lifted themselves out of the drop 
zone with a stunning 8-1 home win over them, Tazi Ali, Ayyaz Hussain and Shezad Satter all 
netting twice alongside single strikes from Mohammed Rahman and Mohammed Zahar. 
  
This defeat for The Jurassic Boys  all good music to the ears of third place Potton 
Wanderers  who move to within five points of them with two games in hand despite being held 
to a 0-0 home draw by a Great Barford  side who remain unbeaten on the road this season 
and are themselves far from out of the promotion race sitting just three points behind The 
Wanderers  and also having played a game less. 
  
Splitting these two clubs in the league table at the moment are Marabese Ceramics  who run 
out 6-0 home winners over Kings AFC , Romano Marabese netting twice whilst single goals 
also came via Colin Standley, Ricky Brungies, Gary Wing and Andy Machell. 
  
With the result of the Saffron win, Mulberry Bush  now find themselves back in the bottom 
two after a 1-3 home reverse at the hands of Marston Shelton Rovers , Aaron Franks twice 
and Chris Patrickson the Rovers scorers to a Bush reply via Martin Ivy. 
 
Monday 20 th April 2009  
 
The action this evening was to see newly crowned champions Blunham Reserves  have just 
a Matthew Geaves goal to show from a 1-1 draw at Blue Chip  where the home sides gaining 
of a point thanks to a Francis Vaughan goal in their quest to beat the drop was made even 
better by the news that fellow strugglers Saffron had suffered a 1-0 defeat away at Oakley 
Sports Reserves , a Ollie Housden goal doing the damage. 
  
The nights final game in this Division seeing Clifton take their unbeaten ways to seven 
games with a share of the spoils in a 2-2 draw at Kings AFC , a Michael Whelan penalty plus 
a goal from Nathan Clements on the scoresheet for the home side against Clifton  replies 
from Tony Norman and Mark Gearing. 
 
Tuesday 21 st April 2009  
 
 A lone goal from Great Barford  skipper Daniel Jeffrey after just six minutes play was enough 
to take his side to victory in The Bedfordshire FA Junior Cup Final on Tuesday evening under 
Potton United's floodlights over Potton Wanderers   
  
The games opening chance however was to see Wanderers  Amit Patel have a header 
cleared off the line by Nick Rogers after just four minutes before Jeffrey struck with what was 
to turn out to be the winning goal just two minutes later, breaking free from the half-way line 
his shot across the face of goal gave Wanderers  goalkeeer Nathan Hutchinson no chance of 
keeping out but however it still required the help of the far post before it landed into the back 
of the net. 
  
Jeffrey and Hutchinson were then again in a dual four minutes later but this time Hutchinson 
got down well to push the Barford's  man effort around his post which in effect was to turn out 
to be the last chance the 200plus crowd had of seeing another goal before the half-time 
break. 
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The new period started with Mark Harlow pushing a effort wide of the posts from right in front 
of goal five minutes into the action which would have seen Barford go two goals clear before 
The Wanderers  begun to enjoy the better of the play yet it was to take them twenty minutes 
to come up with a real goal scoring opportunity then two were to arrive inside a minute, first 
James Hearson being guilty of blasting wide of the Barford's  uprights from just six yards out 
having been found unmarked by Zak Henry then Henry himself lifting a effort over the 
crossbar from a similar distance. 
  
The Wanderers  were still pressing forward and only a fine save from Barford's  Danny 
Freeman prevented Hearson gaining a deserved equalizer after he had linked up with Chris 
Munns and Jack Aris in the move of the game twelve minutes from time until with the game 
deep into time added on Nick Attwater was forced to make a last ditch block to deny Henry 
and prevent the game going into extra time. 
 
Saturday 25 th April 2009  
  
Meppershall Jurassic  are now perhaps the favourites to collect this seasons Division Two 
runners-up medals after they put a big dent into the hopes of Great Barford  collecting those 
gongs when they beat them 7-1 on their own patch, Craig Richards leading the way with a 
hattrick, Craig Damon netting twice plus Pat King and Jamie McGregor once to a home reply 
from Kiall Bagnell. 
  
Marabese Ceramics  however are far from giving up hope of those medals and it showed in 
their 6-0 home win over bottom of the table Lidlington United Sports , goals from James 
Tizard and Darren Payne taking them 2-0 ahead by the break which was added to in the 
second period by Payne, Lucio Marabese and Romano Marabese with a brace. 
  
However slipping off the pace in the promotion race are Potton Wanderers  who were beat 4-
1 at Kings AFC  to end their winning away run of six games, goals from Marcus Tomlin, 
Michael Whelan, Lee Morgan and Josh Clements taking The Kings  to their first win in six 
outings whilst The Wanderers  reply came via Jack Aris. 
  
Clifton meantime were taking their unbeaten ways to eight games to stay fifth in the league 
table by sharing the spoils in a 2-2 draw at Marston Shelton Rovers  who remain in sixth slot, 
Chris Patrickson netting a brace for The Rovers  and Mark Gearing doing the same for 
Clifton. 
  
Down at the bottom of the table, Blue Chip's  plight deepens and they are now in real danger 
of being relegated after losing 6-2 at Saffron , Mohammed Zahar, Shezad Satter, Asaz 
Hussain, Imran Khan, Jatinder Bhangle and Husnaya Rahman the home marksmen to replies 
from Francis Vaughan and Daniel Lupton. 
 
Monday 27 th April 2009   
 
Great Barford  took themselves up to sixth in the league table and kept their promotion hopes 
alive with a 4-2 home win over Saffron,  Gary Russon netting twice alongside Daniel Stafford 
and Luke Haverly whilst the visitors replies came via Husnaya Rahman and Ashad Hussain, 
sitting above Great Barford  in fourth spot in the table are Clifton 2-0 winners at Mulberry 
Bush who remain in the second bottom spot, Tony Norman grabbing both goals and just one 
place above The Bush  in the standings are Blue Chip  who went down to a 0-8 home defeat 
at the hands of Kings AFC , Nathan Clements and Josh Clements netting twice alongside 
single strikes from Chris Greene, Lee Morgan, Michael Whealan and Marcus Tomlin.  
 
Wednesday 29 th April 2009  
 
With a goal from Stephen Wilson Kings AFC  were to earn themselves a point in a 1-1 home 
draw with Marabese Ceramics  which means The Tiler Men  whose goal came from James 
Tizard can now no longer finish the season in an automatic promotion spot, whist Potton 
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Wanderers  hopes of the same target were severely dented when they were beat 1-0 away at 
Meltis Corinthians Reserves , Mufaro Mashavira netting the lone goal of the game. 
  
In the evenings only other game Lidlington United Sports  took a big step forward in their 
efforts to beat the drop with a 3-2 away win at Saffron who themselves are still in danger of 
Division Three football next term, United’s goals coming via Joe Burnham, John Drea and 
Andrew Smith whilst the home replies were netted by Jatinder Bhangle and Ayaz Hussain.  
  
Saturday 2 nd May 2009  
 
 
Jubilee Cup Final, Great Barford 2, Meppershall Jur assic 4  
  
Cup Holders Great Barford perhaps came into this final staged at Caldecote FC Harvey Close 
Ground before a crowd of 125 the sight favourites to retain their trophy but they soon found 
themselves on the back pedal as The Jurassic Boys came out firing on all cylinders yet we 
were some thirteen minutes into the game before the Barford goal came under any real 
pressure when from a cross by Craig Damon, Shaheen Miah was to send a header flying over 
the crossbar but just two minutes later they did make their superiority tell by taking the lead 
and it was the same two players involved,this time a Miah pinpointed cross saw Damon 
outjump the Barford backline to glance a header passed a rooted to the spot Fraser Windram 
in the Barford net for the games opening goal. 
  
Yet slowly but gradually the cup holders begun to get back into the contest and on the half-
hour mark they were somewhat unluckly not to get back on level terms, seeing an effort from 
Gary Russon first cleared off the line by David Readman to fall at the feet of Tom Hobbs who 
duly sent the rebound flying inches wide of Jurassic goalkeeper Luke Damon uprights. 
  
But as the game approached the break, it was The Jurassic Boys who were now looking the 
more likely to add to the scoreline and that's just what happen, but for a fine point blank 
range save by Windram to keep out Damon that would have arrived on 37minutes rather than 
two minutes later when from a Miah free kick layed across the edge of the penalty box we 
saw Dan Taylor's effort on goal take a wicked deflection off the legs of Barford full back 
Richard Thorton passed his own goalkeeper Windram to give Meppershall a 2-0 cushion 
which was to increase to three goals just a minute before the break, Jamie McGregor sending 
Damon romping free on goal and after he had out manoeuvre the out-rushing Windram from 
an acute angle he slotted home goal number three and now what looked like game over. 
  
The Cup holders however were not yet ready to hand over their crown without a fight and 
within six minutes of the start of the new period they had the scoreline back to 1-3, Jurassic's 
Danny Wing failing to cut out a eliminatory ball pumped high towards him and there was 
Russon to make him pay in full has he latched onto his error to slide the ball into the net, 
suddenly Barford had a new spring in their step and just six minutes later they reduced the 
deficit to just a single goal, it all started when Daniel Jeffery from twenty-five yards forced 
Jurassic goalkeeper Damon to tip his effort over the crossbar and from the resulting flag kick 
the ball eventually fell back to Jeffery whose cross deep onto the penalty spot saw Nicholas 
Attawater arrive late to send a powerful header passed Damon for a 2-3 scoreline. 
  
Barford then surprisingly failed to capitalize on the panic that was now showing on the 
Jurassic Boys faces and it was their opponents who came the closest to adding to the 
scoreline, twice Damon was to send efforts just the wrong side of the woodwork until his third 
effort saw Windram spill his shot back into play yet just recover in quick enough time to 
prevent McGregor getting onto the ball first which with just seven minutes left to play would 
surely have been curtains closed for Barford. 
  
Those curtains however were drawn just five minutes later when a telling run into the penalty 
box by Thomas Donnelly saw him upended by Attawater and from the resulting penalty 
upstepped Readman made it 4-2 and game over.  
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Great Barford , Fraser Windram, Keith Martin, Daniel Jeffrey, Murray Windram, Nicholas 
Attwater, Gary Russon, David Fitzsimmons, Mark Harlow, Jonathon Prior, Tom Hobbs, 
Richard Thorton, Subs Used, Daniel Stafford, Luke Haverly,  
  
Meppershall Jurassic , Luke Damon, Jamie Underwood, Danny Wing, Craig Damon, Pat 
King, Craig Richards, Daniel Taylor, David Readman, Duncan Kiddie, Shaheen Miah,Jamie 
McGregor, Subs Used, Ben Meaney, Thomas Donnelly 
 
Whilst in league action Potton Wanderers  kept their hopes of a top three finish alive with a 2-
0 victory at Lidlington United , goals from James Hearson and Charlie Seward doing the 
damage, the defeat keeps United  rooted to the bottom of the league table and seemingly 
heading for Division Three football next season.  
 
Monday 4 th  May 2009 
 
 Great Barford's  hopes of the seasons runners-up spot was to vanish in thin air after a 8-2   
away defeat at Oakley Sports Reserves , Ben Brown, Carl Warner and Ollie Housden all 
netting twice alongside an own goal plus a strike from Tom Redman, but with the home side 
later found to have played four first team players the points were awarded to the visitors.  
  
For Marston Shelton Rovers  and Kings AFC  it was a share of the spoils in a 4-4 draw, 
Chris Patrickson with a brace plus an own goal and a goal Sunil Jaymal making onto The 
Rovers  scoresheet against braces in reply from Josh and Nathan Clements. 
 
Wednesday 6 th May 2009  
 
Lidlington United Sports Reserves  remain rooted to the bottom of the day and in need of 
the three points when they travel to Oakley Sports Reserves  at the weekend if they are not 
to be playing Division Three football next season after being defeated 1-2 at home by Great 
Barford, Daniel Jeffrey and Gary Russon on the scoresheet for Barford against a home reply 
from Lewis Weedon. 
  
Saturday 9 th May 2009  
 
Mepershall Jurassic  finally clinched this seasons Division Two runners-up medals by 
running out 5-1 winners at Potton Wanderers , two goals from Shaheen Miah plus strikes 
from Craig Damon, Craig Richards and Jamie McGregor doing the damage to a home reply 
from Zak Henry. 
  
For, Great Barford  its a third place finish after a 85th minute goal from Scott Moses took 
them to a 1-0 home win over Marabese Ceramics  whilst for Lidlington United Sports  after 
a 4-0 defeat at Oakley Sports Reserves  its relegation and Division Three football next 
season, Ben Brown with a hattrick and Jason Angol on the scoresheet for The Sportsmen . 
 
Monday 11 th May 2009  
 
The curtain came down on the 2008-09 season tonight when Cliffton  took their unbeaten 
ways to ten games with a 2-1 away victory at Great Barford , the points lifting them up a final 
finishing place of fourth in the Division Two table just a point shy of their hosts. 
 
Mark Gearing giving Clifton the lead right on the stroke of half-time which was doubled via a 
goal from William Pitts twenty minutes into the second period until Gary Russon reduced the 
arrears five minutes from time.  
 
Season 2008-09 Division Two Stats Facts  
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Most Points Gained During Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 60, Meppershall Jurassic 52, Great Barford 47, Clifton 43, Marabese 
Ceramics 42, Potton Wanderers 41,  
 
Most Home Points Gained During Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 32, Meppershall Jurassic 29, Great Barford 20, Kings AFC 20, Marabese 
Ceramics 19, Oakley Sports Reserves 18,  
 
Most Away Points Gained During Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 28, Great Barford 27, Potton Wanderers 27, Clifton 26 Marabese 
Ceramics 23, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 23, Meppershall Jurassic 23,  
 
Least Points Gained During Season  
 
Lidlington United Sports 19, Blue Chip 20, Mulberry Bush 21, Saffron 22, Meltis Corinthians 
Reserves 35, Oakley Sports Reserves 33,  
 
Least Home Points During Season  
 
Mulberry Bush 4, Blue Chip 7, Lidlington United Sports 11, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 12, 
Saffron 14, Potton Wanderers 16,  
 
Least Away Points During Season  
 
Lidlington United Sports 8, Saffron 10, Blue Chip 13, Oakley Sports Reserves 15, Kings AFC 
17, Mulberry Bush 17,  
 
Most Wins During The Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 18, Meppershall Jurassic 16, Potton Wanderers 14, Great Barford 13, 
Marabese Ceramics 13, Clifton 12,  
 
Most Home Wins During The Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 10, Meppershall Jurassic 9, Oakley Sports 6, Great Barford 6, Marabese 
Ceramics 6, Kings AFC 5, Potton Wanderers 5, Marston Shelton Rovers 5,  
 
Most Away Wins During The Season  
 
Potton Wanderers 9, Blunham Reserves 8, Clifton 8, Marabese Ceramics 7, Meppershall 
Jurassic 7, Great Barford 7, Marston Shelton Rovers 6, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 6,  
 
Least Wins During The Season  
 
Blue Chip 5, Lidlington United Sports 5, Mulberry Bush 6, Saffron 7, Kings AFC 10, Meltis 
Corinthians Reserves 10,  
 
Least Home Wins During The Season  
 
Blue Chip 1, Mulberry Bush 1, Lidlington United Sports 3, Clifton 4, Meltis Corinthians 4, 
Saffron 4, 
 
 
Least Away Wins During The Season  
 
Lidlington United Sports 2, Saffron 3, Blue Chip 4, Kings AFC 5, Mulberry Bush 5, Oakley 
Sports Reserves 5,  
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Most Consecutive Wins During The Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 11, Meppershall Jurassic 6, Potton Wanderers 3 on two occasions , 
Saffron 3,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Home Wins During The Sea son  
 
Meppershall Jurassic 8, Blunham Reserves 6,   
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Away Wins During The Sea son  
 
Blunham Reserves 7, Potton Wanderers 6, Marabese Ceramics 4, Blue Chip 3, Clifton 3, 
Marston Shelton Rovers 3, Meppershall Jurassic 3,  
 
Longest Unbeaten Run Of Games During The Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 23, Potton Wanderers 12, Clifton 10, Great Barford 9, Meppershall 
Jurassic 8, Kings AFC 5, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 5,  
 
Longest Unbeaten Home Run During The Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 12, Meppershall Jurassic 8, Clifton 4, Kings AFC 4, Marston Shelton 
Rovers 4, Marabese Ceramics 4, Oakley Sports Reserves 4,  
 
Longest Unbeaten Away Run During The Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 12, Great Barford 11, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 9, Potton Wanderers 6, 
Marabese Ceramics 5, Meppershall Jurassic 5,  
 
Best And Worse Results Of The Season  
 
Meppershall Jurassic 0 Great Barford 11,     4th October 2008  
Blue Chip 9 Masrston Shelton Rovers 0                   13th September 2008 
Lidlington United Sports 1 Mulberry Bush 9           13th September 2008  
Blue Chip 0 Kings AFC 8                                    27th April 2009  
 
Games With Most Goals During The Season  
 
Meppershall Juassic 0 Great Barford 11                            4th October 2008 
Meltis Corinthians Reserves 2 Kings AFC 9                      28th March 2009  
Meltis Corinthians Reserves 3 Meppershall Jurassic 8    4th April 2009   
Lidlington United Sports 1 Mulberry Bush 9                  13th September 2008  
Meppershall Jurassic 6   Saffron 4                       29th November 2008  
 
Games With Least Goals During Season  
 
Saffron 0 Great Barford 0                                            30th September 2008  
Kings AFC 0 Saffron 0                                                 7th March 2009  
Blunham Reserves 0 Lidlington United Sports 0             14th March 2009  
Marabese Ceramics 0 Mulberry Bush 0                   1st April 2009  
Potton Wanderers 0 Great Barford 0                       18th April 2009  
 
 
Most Drawn Games During Season  
 
Great Barford 8, Clifton 7, Kings AFC 7, Blunham Reserves 6, Blue Chip 5, Kings AFC 5,  
 
Most Home Draws During The Season  
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Clifton 5, Kings AFC 5, Blue Chip 4, Marston Shelton Rovers 3,  
 
Most Away Draws During The Season  
 
Great Barford 6, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 5, Blunham Reserves 4,  
 
Least Amount Of Draws During The Season  
 
Oakley Sports Reserves 0, Potton Wanderers 1, Marabese Ceramics 3, Miulberry Bush 3, 
Saffron 3, Lidlington United Sports 4, Marston Shelton Rovers 4, Meppershall Jurassic 4,  
 
Least Amount Of Home Draws During The Season  
 
Meltis Corinthians Reserves 0, Oakley Sports Reserves 0, Marabese Ceramics 1, Mulberry 
Bush 1, Potton Wanderers 1,  
 
Least Amount Of Away Draws During The Season  
 
Potton Wanderers 0, Oakley Sports Reserves 0, Blue Chip 1, Marston Shelton Rovers, 1, 
Saffron 1,  
 
Most Consecutive Drawn Games During The Season  
 
Clifton 3, Blunham Reserves 2, Great Barford 2, Kings AFC 2. Lidlington United Sports 2, 
Marston Shelton Rovers 2, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 2, Meppershall Jurassic 2  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Home Draws During The Se ason  
 
Clifton 3, Blue Chip 2, Marston Shelton Rovers 2, Saffron 2,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Away Draws During The Se ason  
 
Blunham Reserves 2, Clifton 2, Great Barford 2, Lidlington United Sports 2, Meltis Corinthians 
Reserves 2, Meppershall Jurassic 2,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Games Without A Draw Dur ing Season  
 
Oakley Sports Reserves 26, Marston Shelton Rovers 21, Potton Wandrerers 19, Marabese 
Ceramics 16, Meppershall Jurassic 14, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 12, Saffron 12,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Home Games Without A Dra w During Season  
 
Meltis Corinthians Reserves 13, Oakley Sports Reserves 13, Marston Shelton Rovers 11, 
Saffron 11, Meppershall Jurassic 10, Potton Wanderers 9,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Away Games Without A Dra w During Season  
 
Potton Wanderers 13, Oakley Sports Reserves 13, Blue Chip 11, Marston Shelton Rovers 11, 
Clifton 9, Meppershall Jurassic 9,  
 
 
Highest Scoring Draws During The Season  
 
Marston Shelton Rovers 4 Kings AFC 4,              4th May 2009 
Meppershall Jurassic 3 Marston Shelton Rovers 3,   30th August 2008 
Clifton 3, Great Barford 3       20th September 2008 
Kings AFC 3 Mulberry Bush 3       1st November 2008  
Clifton 3, Meppershall Jurassic 3      20th December 2008 
Lidlington United Sports 3 Meltis Corinthians Reserves 3,  20th December 2008  
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Most Defeats During The Season  
 
Lidlington United Sports 17, Mulberry Bush 17, Blue Chip 16, Saffron 15, Oakley Sports 
Reserves 15, Marston Shelton Rovers 11, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 11,  
 
Most Home Defeats During The Season  
 
Mulberry Bush 11, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 9, Blue Chip 8, Lidlington United Sports 8, 
Saffron 7,  
 
Most Away Defeats During The Season  
 
Lidlington United Sports 9, Blue Chip 8, Oakley Sports Reserves 8, Saffron 8, Kings AFC 6, 
Marston Shelton Rovers 6, Mulberry Bush 6,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Defeats During The Seaso n  
 
Oakley Sports Reserves 7,Lidlington United Sports 6, Blue Chip 4,Meltis Corinthians 
Reserves 4, Mulberry Bush 4, Saffron 4,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Home Defeats During The Season  
 
Mulberry Bush 6, Blue Chip 4,Lidlington United Sports 4,Marabese Ceramics 4,Meltis 
Corinthians Reserves 4, Great Barford 3, Marabese Ceramics 3, Oakley Sports Reserves 3,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Away Defeats During The Season  
 
Oakley Sports Reserves 5, Blue Chip 4,Lidlington United Sports 4, Kings AFC 3,Marston 
Shelton Rovers 3,  
 
Most Goals Scored During The Season  
 
Meppershall Jurassic 85, Potton Wanderers 75, Marabese Ceramics 68,Kings AFC 62 
Marston Shelton Rovers 62, Great Barford 60,  
 
Most Home Goals Scored During The Season  
 
Meppershall Jurassic 37, Marabese Ceramics 36, Marston Shelton Rovers 33, Potton 
Wanderers 31, Blunham Reserves 30, Clifton 30,  
 
Most Away Goals Scored During The Season  
 
Meppershall Jurassic 48, Potton Wanderers 44, Kings AFC 35, Great Barford 32, Mulberry 
Bush 32, Marabese Ceramics 32,  
 
Least Goals Scored During The Season  
 
Lidlington United Sports 39, Mulberry Bush 42, Saffron 50, Blue Chip 50, Meltis Corinthians 
Reserves 51, Clifton 56,  
 
Least Home Goals Scored During The Season  
 
Mullberry Bush 10, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 21, Lidlington United Sports 22, Blue Chip 
25, Kings AFC 27, Great Barford 28,  
 
Least Away Goals Scored During The Season  
 
Lidlington United Sports 17, Saffron 21, Blue Chip 25, Oakley Sports Reserves 25, Clifton 26, 
Blunham Reserves 29, Marston Shelton Rovers 29,  
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Most Consecutive Amount Of Games Played Whilst Scor ing During The Season  
 
Meltis Corinthians Reserves 24, Blunham Reserves 18, Clifton 18, Great Barford 18, 
Marabese Ceramics 18, Oakley Sports Reserves 16,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Games Played At Home Whi lst Scoring During The 
Season  
 
Clifton 13, Great Barford 13, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 13, Oakley Sports Reserves 10, 
Blunham Reserves 9, Blue Chip 9, Marabese Ceramics 9,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Games Played Away Whilst  Scoring During The Season  
 
Blunham Reserves 12, Marabese Ceramics 12, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 12, Potton 
Wanderers 11, Great Barford 9, Kings AFC 8,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Games Played Whilst Not Scoring During The Season  
 
Mulberry Bush 3, Clifton 2, Kings AFC 2, Lidlington United Sports 2, Saffron 2,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Home Games Played Whilst  Not Scoring During The 
Season  
 
Lidlington United Sports 2,  
 
Most Consecutive Amount Of Away Games Played Whilst  Not Scoring During The 
Season  
 
Clifton 2, Mulberry Bush 2, Saffron 2,  
 
Seasons Best Goal Difference  
 
Blunham Reserves 35, Marabese Ceramics 30, Potton Wanderers 28, Meppershall Jurassic 
18, Great Barford 17, Kings AFC 11,  
 
Seasons Best Home Goal Difference  
 
Blunham Reserves 17, Marabese Ceramics 15, Meppershall Jurassic 14, Potton Wanderers 
10, Kings AFC 10. 
 
Seasons Best Away Goal Difference  
 
Great Barford 20, Blunham Reserves 18, Kings AFC 18, Potton Wanderers 18, Marabese 
Ceramics 15,  
 
Seasons Worse Goal Difference  
 
Lidlington United Sports 52, Mulberry Bush 34, Blue Chip 27, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 12, 
Marston Shelton Rovers 8, Saffron 5,  
 
Seasons Worse Home Goal Difference  
 
Mulberry Bush 30, Lidlington United Sports 26, Meltis Corinthians Reserves 21, Blue Chip 15, 
Kings AFC 3, Clifton 2,  
 
Seasons Worse Away Goal Difference  
 
Lidlington United Sports 26, Blue Chip 12, Oakley Sports Reserves 9, Saffron 9, Marston 
Shelton Rovers 5, Mulberry Bush 4,  
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The Bedfordshire Football League would like to express its sincere thanks to Sportsform 
for its continued supported of the league, for all their services please visit their website at 
www.sportsform.co.uk a link can be obtain via www.bedfordshirefootballleague.co.uk  
 
 
 
 


